Assignment of Well Index Numbers
As of January 10, 2020

WELL INDEX NUMBERS

55-08xxxx Well registrations 55-084580 thru 55-087835 were a continuation of the numbering system (35-xxxxx) that was used by the Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) from the late 1960’s thru 6/12/80. After 6/12/80 when ADWR took over the responsibility of regulating wells, it simply modified the ASLD number by replacing the 35 with a 55 and by placing a zero (0) in front of the next number to be issued. This system of numbering was replaced on 5/26/81 by the 55-5xxxxx series of numbers.

55-1xxxxx Unassigned

55-2xxxxx New wells, as defined by § 45-591. Continuation of the 55-5xxxxx series of sequential numbers that ran from 5/26/81 thru 9/16/03 and was replaced on 8/15/03 by the 55-2xxxxx sequence of numbers.

55-3xxxxx Unassigned

55-4xxxxx When an unregistered well is listed on a Notice of Intention to Abandon (NOIA) form, ADWR assigns a 55-4xxxxx series number for administrative purposes. The first number (55-400001) was issued on 3/23/98.

55-5xxxxx New wells, as defined by § 45-591. The first number (55-500001) was assigned on 5/26/81 and the last number (55-599998) was assigned on 9/16/03. The 55-5xxxxx series of numbers was replaced by the 55-2xxxxx series on 9/16/03.

55-6xxxxx Existing wells, as defined by § 45-591, that were registered on or before 6/12/82 in accordance with § 45-593 (A). During the period 11/12/81 thru 6/12/82, well registrations 55-600001 thru 55-651503 were assigned.

55-7xxxxx Unregistered wells that were discovered by ADWR’s WQARF Section during an inventory of wells found within the boundaries of a WQARF site. The WQARF Section assigns a 55-7xxxxx series number for administrative purposes. The first number (55-700001) was assigned on 7/17/01.

55-8xxxxx Existing wells, as defined by § 45-591, that were registered in accordance with § 45-593(A) after the 6/12/82 deadline.

55-9xxxxx New wells, as defined by § 45-591, that were authorized pursuant to the filing of an electronic Notice of Intention to Drill (eNOI) form. The first registration number assigned as a result of an eNOI filing was 55-900000, which was issued on 1/7/04.
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